Sustainable Development Essay and Slide Show
(300 Points)
This assignment is an extra-credit assignment as well as a make-up assignment for those
unable to attend the Lakeridge Model United Nations Sustainable Development Conference.
The assignment consists of two parts.

Part I - A five-to-eight (5-8) page research report on one of the following
topics:
1. Solar Energy
2. Wind Power
3. Sustainable Cities
4. Water Conservation
5. Minimizing Environmental Degradation in preparation for and following Natural Disasters
6. Sustainable Agriculture
Introduce and define your topic then answer the following questions in as much detail as
possible to fulfill the page requirement and demonstrate your understanding and effort in
researching the topic. In other words, make me believe that you did your research and that
you understand what you read.
Questions to be answered:
1. What is the history of your topic? When and where did people begin thinking, studying
and writing about your topic?
2. How has thinking about your topic changed over the years? How has your topic evolved
or changed?
3. Who are some of the important people you discovered in your research who have studied
or changed your topic? How have they changed it? What are their contributions?
4. Where is your topic being utilized (used) today? Give examples. Describe successes
and failures of how it has been used.
5. How important is your topic in helping to create sustainable homes, communities and
societies? What role does it now play and how will it affect the future?
6. Conclusion, What did you learn about this topic that you did not know before? What are
some of the most interesting facts and ideas you discovered in your research? Why are they
interesting? Explain. What are some questions you have about your topic for which you could
not find answers?

Bibliography:
List all the books, magazines, websites, people and other resources you used to gather your
information.
The parts of your essay include:
-Heading (Title/Topic, Your Name, Class Period)
-Introduction
-Responses to the six items/questions in order
-List of Resources (Bibliography)
You may wish to start by googling your topic.
USE the resources on my website: Pioneer Library & Gale Resources
Remember: Wikipedia itself is not a valid source (you can use the citations though)
(Extra Credit: Interview an expert on your topic and include your questions and his or
her answers in the essay)

Part II - Create a PowerPoint or Goggle Presentation in which you organize
and present your findings. Include pictures and illustrations. This presentation should include
at least six (6) slides, one per each of the above questions.
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